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Tom Laudati, CTO, Rosary De Filippis, Executive Director, Business Development and CMO, and Mike
Woods, Senior Director, Mainframe Technical Services, attended CA World 2014 in Las Vegas.
Showcasing Our Latest Solutions for Security, DevOps and Management Cloud CA World ‘14 drew
excitement from media and analysts. With more than 20 journalists and 35 analysts present at CA World
‘14, several exciting announcements were made about the latest solutions for DevOps, Security, and
Management Cloud: New and updated API management solutions that accelerate mobile and web
application delivery, improve customer engagements with frictionless access and open new revenue
channels and opportunities. CA also announced an expanded alliance with Samsung KNOX to provide
mobile app single sign-on (SSO) for Samsung KNOX enterprise users, while controlling app access to the
enterprise API. Chief Technology Officer John Michelson emphasized the importance of DevOps
solutions as a new strategy to meet customer expectations. The new launch of CA Mobile App Analytics
(CA MAA), CA Service and Release Automation 5.5, will help with that strategy and will be the industry’s
most comprehensive third party, open-source integrated capabilities solution. The Management Cloud is
a broad portfolio of easy-to-use CA applications, delivered from the cloud, that enable customers to
make the right portfolio decisions, deliver exceptional service experience and empower the modern,
mobile workforce. This includes three sets of solutions: CA Cloud Service Management, CA Project and
Portfolio Management and CA Enterprise Mobility Management. The announcements around CA’s new
and enhanced solutions have significantly increased the energy at CA World ’14, and the spirit among
existing and potential customers, media and analysts. “I had some excellent interviews with CA
executives, and the keynote sessions were very interesting,” said Stephen Withers, iTWire, out of
Australia.“ The talent and vision for the company is impressive. I look forward to seeing the vision
become reality and reporting how CA customers benefit from it.”

About CA Technologies
CA Technologies creates software that fuels transformation for companies and enables them to seize
the opportunities of the application economy. Software is at the heart of every business, in every
industry. From planning to development to management and security, CA is working with companies
worldwide to change the way we live, transact and communicate. CA software and solutions help
customers drive enterprise-wide productivity, offer differentiated user experiences and open new
growth opportunities. Our goal is to be recognized by our customers as their critical partner in the new
application economy.

About Blue Hill Data Services
Blue Hill Data Services helps customers reduce their operating costs and minimize risk by providing fully
managed data center hosting solutions, and a full array of complementary IT support services. Our
highly skilled and experienced staff, world-class on-shore facilities, and reliable 24x7 services have
supported customers worldwide and from all industries since 1994. We specialize in mainframe, open
systems, and AS/400 iSeries managed hosting services; Applications Services; Colocation services;
Dedicated Disaster Recovery and Business Continuity Solutions. Our deep technical skills and long
standing experience enable us to support our customers’ legacy environments as well as implement
new technology solutions. Our differentiation is providing customized solutions, flexibility with
contracts and SLAs, and personalized attention and services. We are proud our customer retention is
100%.
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